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PREFACE
It has not been the purpose in this paper to say anything
bew on the fiction question; that would he impossible after the
prolonged and thorough discussion which fiction in the public
library has undergone. The idea has been to bring together in
one place the various phases of the question of fiction in the
public library, the lines of thought involved in the discussion,
the conclusions of the discussion, so far as conclusions have
b< en reached, and the main results ?/hich have be-^n accomplished
through the study and discussion of the question by the professi
of librarianship.
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THE FICTION QUESTION IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
I. ADULT FIOTIOK.
It may seem unnecessary to begin by defining fiction, but since
the tern has both a broad and narrow meaning, it will probably be
best to at once remove all doubt by stating what meaning it has
tfhen being discussed as a problem of the public library. Fiction,
when used in this connection, has its narrow meaning, prose fiction,
the novel and the nhort story, as distinct from poetry, drama, fable,
parables, fairy tales and the like.
It is the public library which has to deal with this question.
The purely reference library is unconcerned ?/ith fiction; the sub-
scription library buys what its patrons demand and so has very
little if any fiction question; the college library usually limits
its stock in fiction mostly to those works whieh by common consent
are "literature". These it has, to greater or less extent, accord-
ing to its means, in both English and other languages, and in trans-
lation. Works of the authors studied in the literary courses are
part of its equipment. Of good fiction of minor importance there
should be some, for the recreative reading of such students as
occasionally take pleasure in extending their literary acquaintance
in that way. Most college libraries have also the best current
books. Care in selection there must be, of course, but there are
no demands for the works of poor taste and no literary value, there
jis no public clamoring for the latest new books, good or bad. The
^school library, where there is one, must also use greatest care in
its selection. This, and its endeavor to direct the reading of
fiction among the pupils, constitute its fiction question.

The question has b )en with the public library from its beginning!
The public library was established to be a means of education to
the community , a supplement to the schools, an institution of higher
education to him who no longer had advantage of the schools.
Recognising the powerful educational and cultural value of the great
fiction, and that Kno?;ledgG and culture without knowledge of such
literature are incomplete, fiction was admitted from the first into
public librari >s. The power of fiction, as a class, in education
and culture, was freely admitted by the more liberal spirits, but
its simply entertaining function, its possible evil effects, its
pow ••r of fascination on^. consequent tendency to exclude other kinds
of reading, probably held a larger place then than now, in the
general estimate of it. Novels of the day there were then as now,
and then as now there was great demand for them; so then as no?/
there was a fiction question, though not so complex a one, for "the
historical novel had not slain its tens of thousands, and the 'boom'
had not become the central note of the literary machine".
(Lib. Jour. 87:119).
But it was not until the organisation of the American library
association in 1876 and the establishment of its official organ,
the Library Journal, the name year, that the question attained great
publicity. The library journal has now reached its tv/enty-ninth
volume, and still fiction is discussed in its pages frequently and
with unabated interest. No other question has been so perennially
before the Association, nor has any other question been more con-
scientiously discussed.

THE PHASES OF THE QUESTION.
The question has several phases. They have no distinct
chronological boundaries; indeed all were from the first more or
less present, and were more or less brought out in the discussion
of the question, but each in its turn has been prominent. At first
the question was more as to the right of fiction in the public
library at all; next, granted that fiction has a right in the
library, what of the right there of common fiction- "the rue?; of
common novels", as some one has phrased it. Another phase of the
question is the restricted or unrestricted purchase of current
fiction, and lastly another, which, with no mention of fiction in
the statement of the question, is yet only the other side, the
obverse, of the whole question; it is, "How may the public library
encourage more serious reading?"
THE RIGHT OF FICTION IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
As to the first phase, the right of fiction in the public
library, very little need be said. That question was early practi-
cally settled by the almost universal introduction of that clans of
literature into public libraries, though how far it was expedient
and how far the duty to supply it in tax-supported libraries, formed
for a long time the basis of much earnest discussion. The right of
fiction in the public library is dependent on the function of fic-
tion and the function of the library. The function of fiction is
two-fold. First, it is recreative; second, educational and cultural.
(For an excellent article on the educational value of fiction, see
article by Isabel Ely Lord on the Use and Value of Fiction in Edu-
cation, Lib. Jour. , July, 1903,^8: C28-31. see also J. N. Larned on
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Public Libraries and. public Education, Lib. Jour., 9:6-12.)
The function of the library la also two-fold. It is,first,
educational \ second, recreational. While the name words answer
in brief the question as to the function of each, the difference
is approximately expressed by reversing thoir order. The library
is first, educational, second recreational and for entertainment
;
fiction, as a class, is first recreational and for entertainment,
second, educational. »As a class"- for it must certainly be admitted
that there is some fiction which is anything but educational. There
were early some v/ho realized this recreative, entertainment-furnish-
ing function of the public library, but to many it was without
doubt a growth. Today wll who think, and are humane, have no shadow
of doubt as to the course of the public library in this matter,
were fiction recreational only, on that basis alone it would find
a place in the public library. Never before has the welfare of
the individual received so much attention, and his proper recreation
is an object of prime importance. For this purpose the community
lays out and supports public parks. Why should it not also be a
legitimate function of the public library to be in part recreative?
Some have objected to this feature of the library, ashing if it is
not on a par with the use of public funds for free theatres. It
can be briefly ans?/ered that the two are not parallel cases, while
the matter of expense is by no means equal . The question of the
right of fiction in the public library is one of those which find
their decision with the growth of ethical and humanitarian ideas.
James Freeman Clarice, speaXing of the right to tax the community

for books of amusement, said: "Th^ true solution of thia question
is not in any stiff rule3, but in a desire to help young and old
to better reading". And so, without formal decision of its right
there, fiction holds a place in the public library; it is there by
common consent, and there is not a doubt but that it will remain.
THE RIGHT OF FICTION OF LOW RANK IN THF, PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Granted that fiction as a class has a very important place in
education and culture, end so in the public library, yet in the
field of fiction there is fiction- and fiction, and the question
straightway arises as to the right in the library of that class of
fiction which has neither "message nor style". "Is the library
justified in supplying to its readers books which are neither for
instruction nor for culture or taste; which are books of entertain-
ment only- such, for example, as the ruck, of common novels? If so,
what are the justifying considerations? " This is the question as
stated by Miss Garland, librarian of the Pover ( N . H. ) public libra-
ry, in a paper on "Common novels in public libraries", read at the
A. L. A. meeting of 1894. (Lib. Jour. 19:cl4-lS). At this confer-
ence the "common" novel received quite extensive discussion.
What causes the question is that some ?;ould esclude represen-
tatives of the inferior rank of fiction from the library's stock}
others would include them. The thought of the opposing sides may
be most briefly given in the following summary manner.
Arguments for.-
1. It is a legitimate function of the public library to

provide recreativo reading and. reading for entertain-1
ment only, and that not only for a part of the cora-
nunity, but for all of it.
8. No novels immoral in their influ ;neo should be per-
mitted in the library; the novoi of inferior grade
is not immoral, only weak and negative rather than
positive in its effect.
3. There are persons whose taste even the lower order of
novel is beyond, and who could not appreciate any-
thing higher.
4. Such will either not read it at all, or provide for
themselves worse reading. In this way the library
will lose what chance it night have of doing the
individual good.
5. The reading habit and the habit of going to the library
are the most important achievments; taste will grow
and better things be read.
6. The constituency of the community must determine.
Arguments Against .-
1. The function of the public library is educational, and
it is not justified in supplying to the public flabby
and worthless reading.
2. If permitted in the library for a certain class of
readers, it puts such literature in the way of others,
especially the young; if it could not be had in the
library, something better would be taken.

3. ^he improvement in taste, and growth into better reading
is either none at all, or is no slight as to be of
no moment.
As we read the discussions of the question, which would be the
better course to pursue in the matter is difficult to decide. If
it i::. usual that persons not fretting what they ask for, prefer to
take nothing, and perhaps after a few trials stay away altogether,
it would be better to have the desired book ralhor than lose the
reader, whon ihero is very probably sone possibility of helping.
It is vary often the case, however, that persons are pleased with
the interest shown and the help offered in selecting another book,
and show a willingness to take what has been suggested. Host peo-
ple take an interest in reading what has been reconnended to then.
If the book asked for is really as good as that reader is capable
of, the library would better have that book than lose that reader;
it is 7;orth while to try what can be done for him. Greatest help-
fulness should be the guiding principle in the whole natter, renen-
bering also that the standard should be kept as high as the nature
of the community will allow.
In favor of the lov; >r rank of fiction, the nature of the oon-
mtnity having been taken into consideration, stand the names of Dr.
p. P. Poole, s. S. Green, librarian of the Worcester (Mass.) public
library, c. A. Cutter, late of the Forbes library, Northampton, Mass
G. W. Cole, formerly librarian of the Jersey City Free public li-
brary, F. p. Hill, librarian of the Brooklyn Public library, A. E.
Bostwick, Chief of the circulating department of the New York City
Public library, Caroline H. Garland of the Dover (N.K. ) Public
library, and E. H. Woodruff , librarian of Leland Stanford Jr.
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University library, others might be mentioned, but these are riven
because of their greater prominence. Opposed are the names of j.
H« Lamed, Herbert Putnam, librarian of the Library of congress,
J. 0. Pan*, librarian of the Newark (N.J.) Free public library, and
Ellen M. Coo (Mrs. J. Rylance) formerly librarian of the New
York City Free circulating library.
The thine most insisted upon by all who favor the circulation
of the lowor order of fiction, is that the first problem is to in-
duce people of no literary culture to read something; that tastes
improve and that gradually better things are read. ])r. Poole and
Mr. Cutter were especially insistent as to this. No one has spoken
more unreservedly on the subject than Mr. Gutter in his article
"Shall the library buy only the best books or the best that people
will read"? in Lib. Jour., Jan. , 1901, 2G: 7 0-2. Mr. Pana, who is
perhaps the fiercest opponent of inferior fiction in the library,
has a rood article in Lib. Jour. PA: 670-71. The v/holo question is
interestingly discussed by a number, both for and against, in Lib.
JOUT, 1804,19: 14*24.
As to whether or not the lower rani; of reading leads to the bet-
ter, some, after long observation, have come to the conclusion that
it does; others that it does not. The former, however , seem to be
in the majority. Though the discussion of the whole question has
not settled it, it lias at "east somewhat defined matters and cleared
the atmosphere to a great extent.
PURCHASE OF CURRENT FICTION- RESTRICTER OR UNRE STRICTER PURCHASE
Very similar to the question of admitting into the library the
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rank and file of common novels, if? another,- that of the restricted
or unrestricted purchase of ourrant fiction. The older of the
"ruck" may be in the library by chance, but no 1 ', having the power
of choice, shall any more of the same sort be added? This problem
of current fiction had always to be reckoned with, but the great
and unceasing mass of fiction today continually pouring from the
press, combined with the augmented desire to read fiction, serves
to make the question more and more complex. It has two phases,
the quality and the quantity side of it. Shall all but the best be
excluded in purchase, and again, shall as much as will supply the
demand be provided? No public library can, if it would, purchase
all the current fiction, and it is safe to say none would if it
could. But there are libraries, our largest city libraries, which
by virtue of their constituency and their greater funds, can, and
perhaps feel that they should, buy liberally of the current fiction.
And the small library, though necessarily restricted in all its
purchases, must yet decide on its policy in regard to the purchase
of fiction. Here again, the final settlement of the question de-
pends upon the personal factor. After equal and due consideration,
some will decide that the greatest good can be accomplished by the
one method, others by the other method. If purchase be liberal or
unrestricted without the general welfare as its cause, there is no
policy in purchase, only carelessness and personal convenience.
Of those who have publicly discussed the question in favor of
liberal purchase may be named J. Trumbull, librarian of the Otis
Free library, Norwich, Conn., A. E. Bostwick, Chief of the circulat-
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ing department of the New York City Public library, and s. v:. Foaa,
librarian of the Somerville (Mass.) Public library. Opposed are
J. C. Dana, librarian of the Newark (N.J, ) Free public library,
Herbert Putnam, librarian of the Library of Congress, H. G. Wadlin,
librarian of the Boston Public library, and H. c. Wellman, libra-
rian of the Springfield (Mass.) City library.
The most extensive discussion directly on the question is in
Lib. jour. 28:c31-33, and Lib. jour. Feb. 1004, 89:60-63; 72-74.
The thought of those in favor of liberal or more liberal pur-
chase nay be gathered together briefly as follows:
The recreational function of the library is intimately connect-
ed with its educational work. It is a. fundamental fact that each
mind needs to be dealt with in a separate and characteristic manner,
yet cannot be trained apart from its fellows, and that the differ-
ence can be met only by a compromise; that the highest literary
quality in the matter of popular literary recreation cannot, there-
fore, be insisted upon, and that if discrimination is made it should
be made in favor of the ordinary person. The desire of the public
to read current fiction is legitimate, and cannot be ignored by the
library. Current additions are mostly only temporary, and will not
be replaced when worn out. If selection he limited to what will
interest the person of average taste and education, there 77ill still
be plenty of choice, and that choice should be freely exercised in
the large library, and should be given some scope in a small one.
It is for the free purchase of fiction, then, that this side
of the question pleads, the vjorks of less merit (not bad or harmful
ones, of course,) and of only average goodness, not to be excluded.
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The thought of those opposed to unrestricted purchase nay be
seen from tho following:
The free library cannot supply the demand for current fiction.
In professing to do so it deludes the public and reduces its capacity
for service really serviceable. Much of current fiction is lens
literature than it is merchandise. Radicalism in purchase means
conservatism in selection, and a public library ought to be con-
servative because it is public. It is the function of the public
library to supply what is needed, not by any particular class of
readers, nor by any individual reader, but for the general welfare.
The library should be an effective force in education, a vital part
of the social organism. Fiction does not lead to more serious
reading. The policy of restriction really deprives no one, in viev;
of the many cheap magazines and duplicate novels. It is the busi-
ness of tho public library to raise the standard of reading in its
community.
Mr. Dana and Mr. Putnam seem the most conservative of the con-
servatives. It was Mr. Putnam's suggestion that no novel, except
one of tried authorship, be purchased until at least six months
or a year after publication. Mr. Dana agrees with him in this. The
money saved on fiction Mr. Dana would spend on duplicates of other
good books, and if a reduction in the list of novels reduces the
cost of maintenance, he would spend the money thus saved in attract-
ing readers to other books. (Lib. jour. 88:036-37).
It ca:;not be told from the discussions of the subject which
is the practice of the greater number of libraries, but so far as
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quantity is concerned, the snail libraries are naoessmrily restrict-
ed. In the larce libraries the natter of quantity in obviated to
a groat extent today by the use of the duplicate collection for
rent, and the tendency, as concerns quality, in most of our large
libraries, seens to be toward conservatism. New Yorl; Public and
Chicago Public libraries follow a liberal policy, and we can see
why they should. In most of our large libraries a great deal of
care is expended on the purchase of current fiction, r.ore perhaps,
than on any other subject. This brings us to a consideration of
the methods of selecting current fiction.
SELECTION OF CURRENT FICTION- METHODS AND AIRS.
The question of the selection of current fiction is a difficult
and most important one, and some of our large libraries have syste-
matized their methods in order to accomplish the best results.
Foremost among these are the Pittsburg Carnegie, the Boston Public
and the Cleveland Public libraries. Suggestions for purchase are
gotten from the various trade lists, Publishers' Weekly, Publishers'
Circular, and from the reviews and notices in the literary and
critical journals, Nation, Critic, Rial, Athenaeum, etc. some of
our newspapers have proved useful in this respect. The New York
Times Saturday review of nooks is very helpful in its reviews,
which are sometimes signed.
in the Boston Public library a fiction committee reads the
booho. Their recommendations are reported to the librarian and the
booh committee, who make final choice, several hundred boohs are
read each year, and comparatively few are chosen. Not all the boohs

recommended by this committee are chosen by the book committee, and
sometimes books reported iv^ori unfavorably are chosen. The com-
mittee has rendered very good service to the library, (sec? Boston
Pub. lib. Annual report ,1897-date) . Th- Pittsburgh Carnegie libra-
ry has organised its librarian and staff into a committee of book
selection, tlirough whose systematized work a careful selection of
hooks results.
MPS IN THE SELECTION OF CURRENT FICTION.
The selections made with so much care by the larger libraries
are afterward published in their monthly bulletins as the accessions
of the month. In this way the selection of the large library be-
comes a help to the small one which does not need to keep its pur-
chases up to date so strictly as does the large one, and so usually
waits more or less time to make its selections. These bulletins
being monthly, are early enough to be of use. The accession lists
are not annotated, and in the case of the large librar}' are quite
full, but with the help of such a list the small library may make
a safe selection, taking into consideration local peculiarities.
The small library not availing itself of the help of the lists of
other libraries, must make its selections from as nearly as possible
original sources, publishers' notices and book reviews.
which critical journals are the most reliable should be known,
and as publishers have established for themselves higher or lower
rank as publishers of fiction, the name of the publisher is of ser-
Ivice in selection. As to American critical journals, the Nation
and the Rial are used by librarians with greatest confidence, the
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jpial being regarded as the most useful sii Le review to the libra-
rian. It is careful and. impartial and is issued twioe a month.
The Nation is very reliable. If it errs, it is on the side of too
great severity. That it is published weekly makes it the more val-
uable. The longer notices of the Outlook are also to be relied upon.
Those- critical journals published by publishing houses are apt not
to be impartial. The Critic and the Bookman belong in thin class.
As to publishers, American also, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. as
the publisher of a work of fiction gives a feeling of security as
to its purchase. The Macmillan Company and Harper Brothers also
have a reputation for a high grade of fiction, out are not regarded
so good as Houghton, being less conservative in what is accepted for
publication. The Century Company, and Dodd, Mead & Co. are fair
in fiction, but it is not a strong point with them.
AIDS IN THE SELECTION OF THE LESS RECENT AND THE OLDER ROOKS.
For the selection of less recent and the older books, there
are a number of good aids. Only those will be called to attention
which are of the most importance. Books exclusively fiction lists,
|lill be taken up first, followed by lists, the product of individual
libraries, library clubs, or library commissions .-
1. Baker, E. A.
A descriptive guide to the best fiction, British and
American; including translations from foreign languages. N.Y.
1003, Macmillan.
Scope.
British and American fiction, and English trans-
lations of foreign books.

Arrangement
.
The main list is by nationality, with chronologi-
cal subdivisions; entries are as far a3 possible in
the order of publication.
Valuable features.
It is well annotated; edition, publisher and price
are given; it has a historical appendix, and author,
title and subject indexes.
Weak points.
The annotations are variable and the presentation
of foreign works is inadequate.
This work is the most ambitious, and in some respects the nost
successful effort yet made to cover the field of English fiction in
a systematic bibliographical representation. (Reviev/ed in Lib.
2 OUT . , Apr . 1903 ,28: 184-86 )
.
2, Nield, Jonathan
Guide to the best historical novels and tales. N.Y.,1902,
Putnan.
scope. Selected English historical novels and tales.
Arrangement
.
The arrangement is by century, and is tab-
ular; the sub-arrangement is by title,
valuable features.
The list is selected, annotated, and accu-
rate; the annotations are descriptive.
This list is regarded as an excellent manual, simple and unpre-
tentious, and based upon Knowledge of its subject, sound judgment,
and literary feeling. The introduction outlines the characteristics
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of the historical novel and p;ives critical suggestions concerning
its value and place in literature. It should bo a source of pleasure
and profit to many readers, and a welcome aid to librarians. (Re-
viewed in Lib. j our • ,Deo. ,1902,27:1022).
3. Dixson, Zella Allen
Comprehensive subject index to universal fiction. N.Y.,
1897, Todd, Mead no.
This work is noticed here because it is more or less well
Known and because it should also be known that it is regard' ;d by
critics as unreliable. The selection is poor, and a good many of
the books seem to have been classified from title only. (Reviewed
in Lib. jour. 709-11; Dial,Nov. 1,1897, 23: 253 )
.
4. Griswold, W. M.
rescript ive list of novels and tales. Cambridge, 1894.
Griswold.
These lists appeared in parts from 1890-92; they were published
in collection form in 1894. It was the author's effort" to include
only such works as are well written, interesting, and free from
sentimentalisme, sentimentality and pretense. Rut in a few cases
books have been noticed on account of the reputation of their
authors, or their great popularity, rather than their merit."
Scope-
Novels and tales of the leading, and some of the
minor countries of the world, in English.
Arrangement-
By parts; for example, Novels of American country
life, Novels of American city life, Novels and tales
dealing with life in France. The arrangement
under each part is alphabetical by title.
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Valuable ffeatures-
Tho annotations consist of reviews, noro
or less lengthy, quoted from leading critical jour-
nals. Publisher and date are given. An alphabetical
author index, with numbers referring to the entry
numbers in the text, makes the finding of the works
of individual authors possible.
This work is regarded on the whole quite favorably, though it
is now out of date for any but the older and old books. The arrange-
ment of grouping novels and tales as pertaining to the life or
phases of the life of different countries, is en ecially interesting.
5. New York state library.
a. Best books of the year, 1897-date.
Scope-
About five hundred titles of the best books
of the year, in all the classes.
Arrangement-
Glassed.
Valuable features-
The list is well annotated; publisher and price
•for
are given; groups of books „first , second and
third purchase are indicated. These purchase
groups are the distinctive feature, a, b, and _c
are used to indicate first, second, and third
purchase, the three together making a list of one
hundred of the best books of the year. Children's
books are separate and in classes,
b. List of fifty best books of the year for a village li-
brary, lS9[j-date.

Scope-
Uaually about tv;o hundred and fifty titles. The solec-
tion in made by librarians of the state from a sug-
gestive list of five hundred books of the year.
Arrangement-
Books are arranged in the order of the number of
votes received.
0. Massachusetts library club.
Select fiction lists.
These lists appeared monthly fron September, 1395, to August,
1896. They were then discontinued for over a year, when two other
numbers were issued, one in April, 1898, the other in September of
the same year. Since then they have been entirely discontinued.
Scope-
Excepting the last two numbers, the lints are li^m
ited to adult fiction. Each number contains from
twelve to fifteen titles.
Arrangement-
The arrangement is alphabetical by author.
Valuable features-
The very careful and limited selection and the
brief annotations constitute the present valuable
features of these lists. Ovring to these features,
they constitute one of the best sources of refeD'ence
to the best fiction of the time covered.
7. Wisconsin free library commission.
a. A suggestive list of booKs for a small library.
Three of the suggestive; lists and one supplement have so
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far been published
,
oovering from 1897 to January, 1903.
The lists are clans >d and annotated, publisher and price
are given, and an asterisk indicates books for first
ppurchase,
b. Buying list of recent books.
The first of the buying lists was issued in 1901. since
then they have appeared about quarterly. These too are
classed and annotated, give publisher and price, and have
books for first purchase indicated by the asterisk.
The snail library is the constant object of the Wisconsin and
the Iowa commissions. The above lists have been found very helpful
oy the snail libraries. They are valuable for reference for fiction
because of their careful selection.
AIDS IN THE SELECTION OF FOREIGN FICTION.
1. Cornu, Mme Sophie, & Beer, William
List of French fiction, 1398.
There are very few sources for the selection of foreign fiction
which are really helpful to the average librarian. A particularly
rood list for the selection of French books is the one prepared by
Madame Sophie Cornu and William Beer. It is one of the American
Library Association's Annotated lists, and was published in 1898.
It is therefore valuable only for the older books, but the average
library makes no pretense of keeping strictly up to date in the pur-
chase of foreign fiction. The list aims to furnish librarians with
a select guide to French fiction. Soundness of sentiment as well
as excellence of style has b 5en sought, so that the list may serve
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as a guide + ° reacting for the young and for the fanily circle.
There are given about 186 titles, chosen from about seventy repre-
sentative French authors. Translations, Where there are any, arc
noticed. The arrangement is alphabetical by author. Books are
briefly characterized. The list is reviewed in Lib. Jour. 83:253-4.
2. Lemcke & Buechner.
Catalogue raisonne. of French literature.
Catalogue raiconn^ of German literature.
Catalogue raisonni of Spanish literature.
These catalogues are valuable sources, but too extensive for easy
selection by oven a large library. They cover the classics and
belles-lettres. The arrangement is chronologic by century. There
are frequent brief annotations of individual 'works, and brief criti-
cal comment on the author in general. Publisher and price are given.
Editions and translations are noted. The asterisk marks "unobjec-
tionable" books. The lists are kept up to date by supplements.
Supplements have appeared to the German and to the French catalogues.
3. Wisconsin Free library commission.
One hundred good German books. 1902.
This list, by virtue of its more limited extent and its careful
selection, is more apt to be helpful to the small library than
either of the former.
THE DUPLICATE PAY COLLECTION.
Having chosen of current fiction as wisely as possible, what
next? The cry of "novels" is clamorous, and unquenchable with the
supply at hand. This "new novel" problem was indeed a real vexation
of spirit to the librarian until the duplicate pay collection came
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into use. This is a collection of books, duplicates, as the nane
implies, each book in the collection being represented in the library
by one or nore copies which circulate free. The proportion of free
to duplicate copies is usually made to depend largely on the value
of the book, whether it is likely to be of permanent value or not.
Its object and origin.
The object of the collection is to supply as far as possible,
the demand for the temporarily popular book, without draining the
book fund to do it. The credit of this apt invention belongs to
the St. Louis Public library while it was yet a subscription library.
Writing in the Lib. Jour., July 1903, 28:c41, on Duplicate pay col-
lections of popular books, Mr. Langton of the St. Louis Public
library says the library has used the duplicate collection for
thirty-two years, which fixes its origin at 1871. It lias cone into
much use, hov/ever, only within the last few years. Mr. P. M. Grunderi,
librarian of the St. Louis Public library, popularized it. It was
through his successful experience with it at the St. Louis library
that others were led to try it, until now most of our larger libra-
ries, and some of the smaller ones, are using it with narked success.
Mr. Crunden gives a very interesting account of its use in the St.
fetalis Public library in THE LIBRARY, Pec. 1899,11:92-100. For brief
account of its use by the St. Louis Mercantile library, see Lib.
|rour., May 1903, 28:238-9.
Management and care.
Different methods prevail in different libraries for the
management and care of the duplicate collection. In some libraries
record is kept of these books by author, title, date, earnings, and
t
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final disposition, In others, they arc reoord >d in the regular ac-
oession book, in others in a separate accession book, kept Tor just
this collection. This shows date of purchase, author, title, price,
earnings, and final disposition, if finally transferred to the
regular collection, these books are regularly accessioned, and the
source is indicated in the remarks column. When the duplicate books
have served their purpose, they are usually sold, sometimes to
smaller libraries or clubs, and even to individuals. If sold, the
price is addled to the earnings.
Charges for these looks range from one cent a day to ten cents
a week; some libraries charge ten cents for two weeks, some five
cents a week. Five cents a volume a week is the usual charge.
Pratt Institute Free library, Brooklyn, N.Y., does not allow re-
serves of these books, and no renewals except in person or by letter,
as payment must be in advance. Pratt Institute library orders a
duplicate copy as r:oon an all the free copies of a book are in use,
and from ten to twenty reserve postals are waiting.
Objections to the collection.
The most serious objections which have been made to the
plan are-
1. Charging for books in a free library supported by taxation.
The library enters the commercial field, and competes with
commercial agencies like the Booklovers, the Tabard Inn, and
the Bodley Club libraries. Neither of these practices is
legitimate in a public library.
3. Its use increases the per cent, of fiction read.
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The first seems still to be a stumbling block to some who would
otherwise be glad to adopt the plan. Tho objection has some validi-
ty, and if sifted down it would have to be acknowledged that tho
lav/fulness of the library's doing such a tiling is doubtful. The
answer which has been given is that books rso issued are a special
privilege, and persons should be willing to pay for it; also, that
the library is not doing it for profit, though profit does accrue.
Advantages of the plan,
l. It holds patrons ,many of whom would otherwise, in their
desire to obtain what they want , become members of subscription
libraries or of the commercial circulating libraries, or patronize
the popular two-cent -a -day collection springing up in so many lo-
calities.
P.. It accommodates both those who use and those who do not
use the books.
3. It is self-supporting, and more than so; the surplus goes
into the general fund or in used for other duplicate books.
The large profits of the duplicate pay collection has raised
the question of the constitutionality/ of the public library's carry-
ing on such an enterprise, which necessarily compotes with the com-
mercial boo]; agencies, as the Bodley Club and the Tabard Inn. The
question has also been raised as to what should be the attitude of
the public library toward these commercial agencies. There is no
concerted feeling in regard to this matter, but librarians seem
jrather inclined to welcome them, saying that they develop the cir-
culation of books and reading, and that the public library will so
be benefited in the end.

Whatever the attitude of public libraries toward the commer-
cial circulating libraries, none public libraries have used them
to advantage; The Booklovers' library has department! called the
Tabard Inn library and the Bodley Club library. These it loans
at certain rates to clubs, hotels, libraries, etc. no far, a number
of public libraries have used one or the other to advantage. There
are libraries of different size, twenty-five volumes being the
smallest, one thousand the largest. They may be exchanged, in whole
or in part, as often as wished. If taken at season ( 4 nos.) rates,
a library of one hundred books nay be had for $40,, of two hundred
and fifty books for $85., and so on. The advantages in the use of
these libraries lies in the frequency of exchange and in no books
being left on hand. (For a good article on Booklovers' library
books in public libraries, see Lib. join*., Nov. 1903, 88:772-3.).
Whatever the constitutionality of the duplicate pay collection
when analyzed thoroughly, it is a very successful device, and as
long as users of the library are satisfied, it is borrowing trouble
to seriously question its legality. There would be very few libra-
rians who would not agree with Mr. Crunden in thinking that so long
as the work is doing a real service, it should go on until private
enterprise relieves the library of it. (A good discussion of this
subject nay be found in Lib. jour., July 1903, 28:c40-42; 156-9).
PER CENT. OF FICTION IN IKE CIRCULATION OF PUPLIC LIBRARIES.
The per cent, of fiction in the circulation of the library
jhas not as yet presented itself naturally for discussion in this
paper. But the final and nost important question of all, how to
direct and improve the reading of the comunity, has its roots in

the percentage of fiction read. If people read, unadvised and
without suggestion, the best things in literature, science, etc.,
and did not read so very much fiction, so much of it weak and use-
lens though not actively harmful, there would be no need of no much
study and endeavor on the part of librarians to improve the reading
of their patrons; but it is because the percentage of fiction has
been so high and still in, and because no much of it is of a sort
that has *no r.^ssage and no style", that such an active crusade
for the reading of better fiction and less fiction has been going on.
And there cannot be a doubt but that all this conscientious
effort on the part of librarians all over the country has borne and
is bearing fruit in a larger precent of better reading by a larger
number of people. In 1873 the average percent was 82; five years
later it is given as 69( Lib. jour. 8:280). Since then the average
has remained fairly constant. Groat variations of percent nay be
found by consulting the reports of various libraries. An investiga-
tion made in 1895 by K. H. Woodruff, librarian of Leland Stanford
Jr. university, from the annual reports of about fifty-four libra-
ries, shows the average percent to have been 68. The highest percent
found anywhere was 90, the lowest 42, at Cleveland. The average
continues to hover about 65 or 70 percemt. Though this nay still
be felt by some to be an average much too high, on the whole the
anxiety over high pereents of fiction circulated has taKen on more
nearly its true proportions since the study of fiction statistics
jin their true light. As has been pointed out in discussing the
question, the pereent of fiction does not indicate that that pro-
portion of time has been spent, 68 )) of volumes circulated not
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mean up: that 68 \] of reading time has boon spent, it is estimate*
that a work or fiction in read in one fifth of the time Spent on
a work of non-fiction of similar size; therefore, to be in proper
proportion the fiction average should be divided by five. Again,
the constant influx of fiction readers from the ranks of the children
as they become old enough for novels, tends to keep the percentage
high. Again, if works are bought for the home library, they are
apt to be standard works and works of knowledge, while the public
library is depended on for the fiction. Mr. Woodruff takes a posi-
tion which cannot be gainsaid when he supposes 68 <? to be 68 fo of
the reading tine, and then asks if, to be fair, the total amount
of time given to works of the imagination is extravagant when con-
sidered with reference to the amount of tine given by the sane per-
son, under the stress of modern life, to work always present or im-
pending . (Lib. jour. 20: 342-6). Also, his classification of fiction
readers, and his inquiry into the purpose for which fiction is read,
nay determine whether or not 68 < is an evil of very great magnitude.
He thinks a high percent of fiction is most often found in connec-
tion with a wage-earning population. "The large percent of fiction
is an evidence that we are an overworked people." (H. W. Bassett,
Lib. jour. 17:48). To this may be answered that the most inveterate
fiction readers are not the overworked, but the idle classes.
(Alleghany Carnegie Lib. Report, Feb. 1896; Lib, jour. 20:468).
This is no doubt true in a way, but there can be no doubt of the
truth of the other position also. Mr. Woodruff concludes that in
a community of working people, where ten hours a day are given to
too
the struggle for existence, even 90 : of fiction would not seera Ahigh.

Another thing whioh makes fiction stand out die-proportionally
high in the statistic:-, when compared with the other reading, is
that practically all the fiction read is drawn, and counts as an
issue, while a large amount of reference work is done of which no
account is kept by the library. The reporting of adult and juvenile
fiction together also helps to give an exaggerated idea of the per-
centage of fiction. The reading of children is naturally more largely
story, and so their percent of fiction is naturally higher. For
this reason it is becoming the custom to report the adult and the
children's fiction separately,
CLASSIFICATION OR "DIJTERENTIATION " OF FICTION.
Another question which has grown out of the high percent of
fiction circulated, is that of the classification or differentia-
tion of fiction. In view of the fact that not all fiction is novels,
and that so much of our fiction is instructive, it is the thought
of advocates of this idea that to lump together all reading not
falling under some one or the other of the classes, History or
Biography, for example, as just fiction
,
gives a very wrong idea;
in other words, the purpose of such a classification is "to afford
a better criterion of the value of the reading done by a large num-
ber of the patrons of free libraries". This is to be '"one by the
classification of fiction into fairy tales, novels, etc., and the
[division of novels into classes based upon the decimal cla sifica-
tion, for example, Philosophical, Religious, Sociological, etc.
The idea was first advanced by Mr. John Thomson of the Phila-
delphia free library. Attention was recently called to it again
[by the discussion and attention given it by the Keystone library

association. Mr. Thomson's idea oonceming it will be found clearly
sot forth in Lib. join*. , Nov. .1903 , 88:770-72, and discussions of the
plan, in the same, p. 766 and p. 792-3.
Difficulties of such a olassifioation.
The difficulties in the way of such a classification are well
and. interestingly set forth by Hiss Josephine A. Rathbona, in "The
classification of fiction", in Lib. jour ., Mar .1902, 27:121-4. Given
briefly, the main difficulty is as follows: Several bases of class!
fication being possible, which is the better when considered, as
they must be, in the light of practical use on the shelves, in the
catalog, and in the lists and bulletins; shall the classification
be made on the basis of Kind or type, for example, novels of inci-
dent or character; or by subject, historical, sociological,' etc .
?
It is not easy to tell which presents the greater number of diffi-
culties.
The basis which is the intended one of the author is the clas-
sification by subject. On this basis works of fiction are classi-
fied as 100- Philosophical; 200- Religious; 300- Sociological; and
so on.
From the obvious straining necessary to put the average novel
into one or the other of the proposed classes, it seems a point
well taken to say that the effort suggests trying to remove the
stigma of "fiction reading" from the reading of fiction. Fiction
is fiction, and there is no reason why librarians should not accept
the fact that the novel is today the dominant form of literary
expression, and not seek to label it as something which it is not,
especially when it is very doubtful if any sucb labeling process
can be made effective. It is the opinion of the Library journal
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that what is needed is not such a olassifioation as the one outlined
by its author, but a subject index, clear and specific, bringing
out such classes as ghost stories, detective stories, adventures,
and especially full in its presentation of historical periods,
scenes, and characters, but avoiding broad, vague and arbitrary
classification; and that if the work undertaken by the Keystone
library association's committee appointed to work out the proposed
Classification, can be made to meet this demand, something of great
practical importance will have been accomplished.
The Newark (N.J.) Public library several years ago classified
its children's fiction in a manner similar to the one proposed by
Mr. Thomson, placing the books with others, non-fiction, with which
they classify. It was reported after about a year's use, that the
scheme had worked very well.
HOW TO DIRECT AND IMPROVE THE READING OP THE COMMUNITY.
And so we find the best thought on the question of percentage
of fiction circulated from the public library of the opinion that
our present rate needs no apology. Yet it would probably soon need
apology if librarians ceased from their labors of trying to help
people in their reading, of trying to direct it into better channels
The question has been asked, "Has the librarian a right thus to
constitute himself a censor of his public's reading?" This is anoth
er of those questions whose foundation is not in right , but in duty ,
and whose solution has been felt ana accepted, not reasoned out.
Those librarians who today think this work outside of the librarian'
sphere are in a hopeless minority. Erom the first of the library
movement in this country, the librarian has been accorded and has
taken the position of more than just a collecting and distributing
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agent. The question of how to direct and. improve the reading of
his community is a question of pre-eminent importance. It has two
phases: how to improve the fiction reading, and how to encourage
more reading of non-fiction, more "serious reading". .Someone has
Well said of the child's fiction reading that it should not be the
object to lead away Prom stories, but through them, and to teach no
to hurry, but to saunter. The same is now realized to be true of
the fiction reading of persons no longer children. So we rind two
7/ell defined efforts at work, the one the elevation, not the eradi-
cation of fiction reading, the other the effort to broaden and en-
rich the life of the individual by the use of reading other than
fiction. The imaginative alone and the real alone, are equally
incomplete.
The matter of trying to improve the character of the fiction
reading being done, and of giving it some aim where none exists,
is not mtirely a recent development. Mr. Justin Winsor early pro-
duced a fiction catalog, whose notes ,by the constant introduction
of the read.er to parallel historical reading, did. a vast amount of
good in the line of its purpose. (Lib. jour. ,4: 156 )
.
Aids and methods for the direction and improvement of the
reading of the public.
1. Aids for the guidance and improvement of fiction reading.
Perhaps the first thing which comes to mind under this head is
the annotated list.
a. Annotated fiction lists.
The librarian should use, and encourage others to use,
good lists of this Kind. They are often very helpful. There are
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at present a number of nuch lints. Several havo boon described above
under "Aids and guides to the selection of the older books", and
need only be mentioned her>;. Among books there are the Griswold
Descriptive lists (1890-9??), Wield' o Guide to the best historical
novels and tales (1902), Raker's descriptive guide (1003), all of
which are lists well recommended, and which should be of use to not
only the librarian, but to the teacher and the general reader.
Surely when the reader has once seen from these the broad and rich
field open to him in the realm of fiction, his ideas of nov^l read-
ing can never be narrow again.
Of such lists in pamphlet form, there are the W. Y. state
library lists of Best books of the year, the Massachusetts library
club Select fiction lists, the Leypoldt and lies' Books for girls
and women and their clubs (1395), the Wisconsin library commission's
Buying lists of recent bocks, and the Suggestive list of books for
a small library, both of which contain nome fiction.
b. Annotated fiction catalog or fiction annotated in the catalog.
Annotation of fiction is especially needful and valuable
The general reader is apt to begin vrith fiction, and he is the one
who most needs direction and suggestion. Annotation gives dignity
to this department.
c. A list of books a little better than the one being taken
out, either placed in the book loose or tipped into front or back.
d. Bulletins.
Picture.- This may be made as skilful a device for fiction
as for non-fiction lists
The printed bulletin of the library or of other libraries.

The library bulletin has been the disseminator of many inter-
esting and valuable lists of different kinds. The Boston Public
library's chronological index to historical fiction appeared in its
bulletin. (Lib. jour. ,19-107 ) . The hints on reading and the arti-
cles on books and reading often found in the bulletins of libraries
undoubtedly help many a reader, either directly or indirectly reach-
ing his fiction reading.
e. Open fiction collection and accessible shelves.
Readers often have no idea of the breadth and depth of what
a library has until admitted to the shelves. This gives an element
of acquaintance not otherwise obtainable, and extends the acquaint-
ance of authors and the works of authors.
f . Attractive bindings in standard works.
Standard authors should be made attractive through good edi-
tions, attractively bound and illustrated. Grown people retain
their pleasure in attractive appearance.
g. "Weeding out".
This means the gradual elimination of novels of inferior
rank, which are usually allowed to wear out and are then not replaced.
In this way only fiction of good and best character is left on the
shelves. This method is not approved by some, it being their opin-
ion that works of inferior rank have a place to fill, and that it
depends on the community whether or not they shall be included in
the library's stock.
h. Adequate duplication of the best novels and stories.
That is, duplicate the best sufficiently to meet the demand
for it. Until this is done there is no excuse to offer for the use
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of inferior fiction. Thin is an important point.
i. People should be taught to read actively, not passively;
to think about what they read and to talk about it. This should be
made to apply to fiction as well as to other reading. It would
tend to make fiction reading more healthful an well ar; more helpful.
j . Reading and study clubs and courses.
Thene means are the best that, could be ddvised for the
accomplishment of the active reading mentioned just above in 1. The
"^ovel Club" of St. Louis is evidence of how serious and cultural
purposes may be subserved by novel reading. (For program of the Club
see Lib. jour
.
,15: 138-39 ) . The Salem Public Library Bulletin of
Oct. 1895, has a suggestive list on the history and criticism of
fiction which could be adopted by the individual library, and valua-
ble study be made the result. If courses of reading or study are
not undertaken, attention should at least be directed to interesting
collateral reading, interesting things about fiction and the novel,
its art and its development, for example, and to such books as Henry
Horse Stephen' s Counsel upon the reading of books, which contains
a chapter on the study of fiction.
k. Personal influence and helpfulness.
Ability, and willingness to help when the reader does not
know what he wants, or when he asks for help, is often the greatest
of all influences.
2. Aids and methods for the encouragement of more serious
reading
.
This is the second phase of the question, How to direct and
improve the reading of the public. By "serious" reading is meant
reading pursued for intellectual benefit. How to encourage more
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[serious reading is the new and latent form of the fiction question.
For recent discussion of this question s«e Lib. jour., May 1908,
P,3: 217-38.
The following raeans have been found useful in guiding to more
serious reading:
a. Making the non-fiction departments attractive by bringing
to light as rauoh as possible the richness and the interest of their
contents
.
b. Calling attention in the local paper to newly acquired
books; tasteful display of new boohs; putting the best boohs in
a oonspiouous and accessible place.
c. Lists of boohs on special topics, either separate or in the
bulletin of the library, referring the reader to what the library
has on the subject.
Nearly all libraries issuing bulletins maKe use of this means.
In this way a reader has sometimes been started on a course of read-
ing which led him much farther than he at first intended. The
Pittsburg': Carnegie, the Boston Public, the Springfield(Mass. ) City,
the St. Louis Public, the PCansas City Public, the Salem Public, and
the Cleveland Public libraries issue especially valuable bulletins.
The N. Y. State library association publishes suggestive lists on
special topics. The Wisconsin library commission has several on
interesting subjects. Under this head may be put the special lists,
Thanksgiving and Arbor Pay lists, for example. A number of sug-
gestive ones have been issued by the Evanston (111.) Public library,
the Cleveland Public, the Pittsburgh Carnegie and the St. Louis
Public libraries, and by the Wisconsin library commission. The
Boston Booh Company's Bulletin of bibliography is valuable in its

index to reference and reading lists published in library bulletin:-.
d. Posted lists of books in the library bearing upon matters
of general current interest. Selected magazine articles posted on
the bulletin board have the advantage of malting reading topical,
and of saving tine in going through many magazines for the article
wanted.
e. Bulletins.
Picture.
This is an excellent means, suitable to grown up people
as well as to children, though not so generally used for them. It
has the advantage of being a brief list and of being in especially
attractive for:.:.
Library.
Beside the lists spread in library bulletins, those having
short articles on books and reading find added usefulness.
f
.
Reading and study clubs.
Especially could the apare time of persons of leisure be
turned to the good account of themselves and others in this way.
Where a number of people of the same craft exists, especial encour-
agement may well be given to the formation of a club or reading
course. The Pittsburgh Carnegie library has done especially far-
reaching work in the formation of its reading and study olubv
g. Work with clubs.
The preparation of reading and reference lists by the
library has greatly assisted and encouraged the work of reading and
study clubs.
h. Individual reference work.
About the latest means for the encouragement of serious
reading is the "topic blank" of the Cincinnati Public library.
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The blank is intended for the use of borrowers living at a distance
and sending for books through the delivery stations. Its special
purpose is to do reference work with the individual, and it has been
reported as working satisfactorily. Miss Kroeger of Drexel Institute
library, in her article on The encouragement of nore serious read-
ing: survey of the field, says of it: "While the preparation of
reading lists, the subjects of which are selected by the librarian,
is a most helpful method of suggesting good books to readers, the
other side is equally important, namely, the preparation of lints
on subjects chosen by the readers themselves".
The use of this means is of course impracticable to a library
not having considerable of a reference department, but the effort
of the Cincinnati Public library certainly deserves appreciation
and commendat ion.
i. Work with the schools.
This is one of the most powerful and far-reaching influ-
ence for good yet devised for the extension of ,~ood reading of all
kinds. As it affects chiefly persons in the schools, it will be
taken up later under influencos used to improve the reading of
children and young people, and will only be mentioned here.
j. Access to shelves.
This topic was noticed also under the influencing of fic-
tion reading, but the influence of access to shelves is felt more
perhaps in non-fiction than in fiction. It is the verdict of all
librarians who admit to shelves that young people choose much better
and maturer books when they can choose from the books themselves,
than "hen obliged to select from a catalog. This is especially
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true where aocenn to the entire library in giv n. It was the expe-
rience of Pratt institute library that the circulation of individual
books wan from tv;o to eleven tines an groat an before accens to the
shelves wan given, though the proportion of fiction in the collec-
tion was the name an before. ( See Minn Pummer'n article "Influence
of open shelves on the choice of books", Lib. jour. 85:741). The
Buffalo Public library reported marked improvement in the character
of the books drawn after admission to shelves was adopted, f See
Lib. jour., 25:38-39.) Evidence of the power of direct access to
books to decrease the circulation of fiction was seen at the Pitts-
burgh Carnegie library when the juvenile non-fiction was placed in
the children's room. In one month the rate of fiction fell from
88 % to 68 ?L
k. The two-book nyntem.
By this means two books at a time may be drawn, with the
condition that one be non-fiction. Its purpose is to increase the
use of non-fiction books. Some libraries have found it successful
in its purpose, others have noticed little real influence. There
is bound to be some doubt in the case. Two books may be drawn, but
whether both are read is open to doubt. It does at least put the
other book in the way, with the chance, probably in its favor, of
being read.
1. A list of the lists of the library.
The lists of a library should be for the use of the reader
as well as for the librarian, and should be where they can be con-
sulted. A classed list of the lists in stock would perhaps be the
bent method of indicating what lists the library has. If not a list,

oardB in the catalog under the proper subject headings should tell
of the useful list-naterial of the library. If both could bo used,
so much the better.
m. The helpful spirit and the ability to advise and suggest
in the choice of books.
Nothing more need be said on this point. It does not
occupy the last place in the enumeration of influences because it
is the least; rather, because it is the climax.
II. CHILDREN • 3 FICTION
The consideration of fiction in the library is not complete
7;ithout at least some consideration of the children's fiction. The
stress of the fiction question has fallen in the field of adult
fiction, but the children's fiction in the library has its problems
also, some of the same questions which puzzle in the realm of adult
fiction carry over into the field of the child's fiction. The
question of the third rate novel here has its counterpart in the
question of the exciting and sensational story, and the story of
milk and water. And the plea is the same, that such boohs are needed
to win from something worse. It is quite well agreod among children'
librarians that such boohs have a place in the winning process.
The question in the children's field is not attended by as many
doubts and fears ar: is the same question in the adult field, for
there is more hope for children. They are more easily influenced
and led, they have not ceased to grow, their taste is not settled,
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and one : the child's confidence in won,' he is almost sure to im-
prove. The bent books that will toe read, rather than the beet books
must sometimes toe allowed right of way.
The percent of fiction has not caused the worry in the children
department that it has in the adult. It ir, quite natural that
children should read more stories and other forms of fiction, and
the idea th' t a book is necessarily better because not a story book,
is being abandoned in the children's department. The object of the
child's fiction reading is not to lead away from stories, with
philosophy as the ideal, but rather that he shall be led through
stories, away from what is bad or poor, in the direction which will
bring him in due season to the best in fiction. Books of fact must
have their due place, of course; fiction should not constitute the
entire reading diet. More important than the percent of fiction is
the question as to whether better books are being read. To this
end, and to make records show what is being read, rather than how
much, it has been suggested, that a classification of children's
fiction according to the rank be made.
Apropos of classification, it is usual to classify children 1 s
stories, but not on the basis of rank. Perhaps most libraries hav-
ing a separate children's collection, group books together on the
shelves under a limited number of simple subject headings. Stories
are so often asked for by subject, that the classification by sub-
ject is very useful. It was for this reason that the Newark Public
library decided to classify those of its juvenile story books which
were thought worthy of such classification because really adding
to the interest of their subject, and to shelve them with books of
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fact on the same subject. It was reporter! after about a year 1 a
use, to be very successful, A subject classification of story books
would be attended by difficulties similar to the subject Classifi-
cation of adult fiction, and. would need to be used with caution.
Pratt Institute library also classifies .its children's books. (See
Lib. jour.
,
Jan. 1902, 27: 40.
)
SELECTION OF CHILDREN'S FICTION.
In the children's as in the adult fiction, the questions of final
and greatest importance are those of selection and of guidance of
reading. Under selection, what, how, and how much, are the import-
ant considerations.
What to select.
In selection, one or two fundamental principles must be
observed if the selection is to be successful. These are self-
evident when stated. What is selected must meet the needs of the
readers; the selector must understand the nature of the reader., and
what he or she is seeking in books. Again, the books which are the
child's own choice should be watched for, and when found, their na-
ture and the elements of their interest to the child should be
studied, and the results made a guiding principle in selection.
Again, when the right and the best thing has been found, there
should be duplication of that thing. Until the duplication of the
best is sufficient to supply the demand for the best, the inferior
new has little or no excuse for being in stock.
Aids in selection.
How to select most wisely from among the great mass of
material to select from, is the question. The selector in the
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children's department han the usual sources to help htm, reviews
tod lists chiefly, but owing to several reasons ho cannot use then
with even as nuch assurance as the same sources are used, in select-
ing adult fiction. As to reviews, the children's literature is not
regarded with enough importance and is consequently slighted. Those
capable of judging, find that even our highest grade critical .jour-
nals are usually almost wholly unreliable for reviews of children's
books. What is left to choose by, in the case of the new books, is
largely the selector's own knowledge and judgment. As to the older
books, much help may be found in lists. But lists of children's
books are not perfect. They violate too often the principles of a
good list. Following are several requirements which a good list
should fulfil: (1) It should contain books chosen for their perma-
nent value. (2) It should contain books which have been read, by the
maker of the list. (3) It should have regard for whom made. (4)
As a general thing it should be varied, that is, it should contain
some old books and some books not exclusively of the country in
which the list is made and is to be used. An American children's
list, for example, should not contain only American books, when
there are such good children's writers in English as Miss Yonge,
Miss Shaw and Miss Strickland. Lists of the library commissions
usually contain books exclusively of this country. This is true
of the New York State library lists also. (Helen E. Haines, Lib.
jour., Aug. 1901, 26: C164-5).
A great many lists of children's books have been mad.e in the
last twenty-five or thirty years, by libraries, schools and individ-
uals, of varying d' :,grees of usefillness . The following have been
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reoommended as the most helpful in *the selection of the older books,
(c. If. Hewins, Lib. jour. ,Aug. 1901, 26:c67-82).
1. Buffalo Public library.
Glass room libraries for public schools. 1902.
This is regarded as the best list of the Kind. It Is prac-
tical, well-chosen, and well graded. (Lib. jour ., 36: C57-C2 ).
3. Pittsburgh Carnegie Public library.
Graded and annotated catalogue for the use of the city
schools. 1900.
This is criticized aa excellent on the whole, but crude
in some respects. There is too frequent use of stock
phrases, and. too great preponderance of American books
and of commonplace series. (Lib. jour. ,36: cl64-5 )
.
3. New York state library.
Bibliography bulletin, No. 13.
This is a list of"Fairy tales for children"
,
compiled by
Frances J. Olcott, chief of the children's department of
the Carr.egie library of Pittsburgh.
4. Wisconsin Free liiorary commission.
a. Buying list of recent books.
b. Suggestive list of books for a small library.
These contain separate lists of children's fiction.
5. Moore, 7\nnie Carroll
A list of books recommended for a children's library. 1900.
This is the most recent list of importance. It was com-
piled for the Iowa library/ commission by Miss Moore, who is children's
librarian of Pratt Institute Free library. It contains beside the
lists, suggestions for the selection and purchase of children's books.
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*The list is classsd?rPUl>lislM» and price, but is not annotated. It
contains about five hundred titles. Miss Msore«s high standing in
the profession of children's librarianship is sufficient recommenda-
tion for the selection.
6. Hardy, g. E.
Five hundred books for the young. 1892.
This is a classed, graded, and annotated list. The num-
ber of cla^oes is small. ?aging, publisher and price are given.
A brief note describes the contents of the book.
7. Sargent, J. F.
Reading for the young. 1890.
This is a classified, graded and annotated list, of not
too minute classes, a, b, and c_ are used to indicate the age
for which the booh is intended. It has an alphabetical author
index. The a- notations are said to be a model of what anno-
tations should be. To a limited extent it indexes St. Nicholas,
wide Awake, and Harper's Young People.
8. Sargent, M. E. & Sargent, A. L.
Supplement to Reading for the y©ung. 1896.
This covers the books of 1890-95; the notes are descrip-
tive, not critical. The subject index is the principal new
feature.
GUIDING THE CHILDREN'S READING.
Hien a good thing has been discovered, it is apt to be over-
worked and a fad made of it. The children's room has been so much
talked of in late years that some have feared that the children's
work and the children's room have been at least moving in the direc-
tion of the fad. But there is no truer principle than that of the
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children's work in the library. Help the child and generations to
cone are helped. Here lien the difference between the effort with
the child and with the adult aa regards his reading; the one is
mostly formative; the other must so often be reformative. The
children's work strives to the end that when the child grows up
his reacting shall not need reforming. It is inspiring to find how
much genuine work is being done today by public libraries for the
benefit of the children; and those persons and those libraries
which are so greatly extending real life by the extension of good
reading among children should certainly be called blessed. Chief
among libraries doing this good work are the Pittsburgh Carnegie
library, the Buffalo, Cleveland, and Milwaukee public libraries,
and Pratt Institute Free library. These easily rank first because
of the great variety of this work, And their work has so taken
hold, that today a large number of libraries are doing as much of
such work as their circumstances will allow.
Guidance of the children's reading has the same phases as has
guidance of adult reading, namely, to improve the quality of the
fiction read, and to so guide reading that fiction shall not form
all or too large a part of the reading done. However, the two have
•not been separated for discussion hero. Means and methods similar
to those mentioned under the discussion of this point under 'adult
reading, v;ould prevail here.
If the child can be taken from the first, so that no bad habits
shall have been formed, the question is not so much of improving
as of developing; of seeing that he gets that full measure of the
best that shall lay for him broad and firm foundations for a rich,
mature life.
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Methods and. aids.
The moans whloh is emphasized as being tno nost fundamental in
influencing the ohild's reading is sympathetic acquaintance. This
is necessary for real success. Most of the methods employed for the
guidance of the reading of children, though nome can be carried to
their greatest usefulness only by the large library, are yet avail-
able to a greater or lens extent by most libraries.. The following
are some of the means which are being successfully employed for the
guidance of the child's reading:
1. Sympathetic acquaintance with the child and knowledge of
children ' s books
.
2. Tactful presentation of better books.
3. Attractive books, that is, books well made and well illus-
trated. There is a certain amount of culture in personal contact
with a beautiful book.
4. Accessibility of books.
Where books are accessible, the increased circulation and the
improved character of the books drawn is generally commented upon.
Evidence of the power of direct access to books to increase the
amount of non-fiction, was seen in the Pittsburgh Carnegie library
when the juvenile non-fiction was transferred to the children's
room. The percent of fiction fell from 86$ to 68$. Attention was
called to this also under "Aids and methods employed for the encour-
agement of more serious reading", in part I.
5. Tasteful display of books to which it is wished to call
special attention.
6. Simple classification and grouping of books on the shelves,
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groups being indioated by simple subject guidon on the shelves,
7. The picture bulletin.
Till-.: is the most attractive way of presenting a list on a
special subject.
8. Other attractive lists on special subjects , or on groups of
books, for example, animal stories.
Some suggestive helps for this purpose are found among the
publications of the Wisconsin and the Iowa library commissions; for
example, the Iowa commissions "Birthdays, anniversaries and events:
how they may be observed in the library", and the Wisconsin's com-
mission's "Suggestions for bulletins and birthdays and anniversa-
ries". The latter consists of seven numbers; they extend from Oct.
1899-0ct.l900.
A great deal has been done to guide reading by the use of the
bookmark, by making it the bearer of a list or of a brief suggestive
story or article on books and reading. The Cleveland Public library
has used these very successfully. The bookmarks gotten out last
year by the Democrat Printing Co. of Madison, Wis., are very attract-
ive and should be very helpful as guides in reading. "Brownie
stories", and "Ten books everyone should know about", are examples
of the nature of the lists on the marks.
9. Duplication of the best books.
The best books should be duplicated sufficiently to supply
the demand for them. Children should be encouraged to read the best
books more than once, rather than be always seeking the new.
There have come to the front since 1900, a group of very power-
ful influences for guiding the reading of children and young people.
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They are the story hour, reading aloud, book-talks, home libraries,
olutoe and. reading circles, vacation play-around libraries, and work
with the schools.
10. Tho story hour.
The story hour has been found a very potent influence
in guiding the reading of children, and it is used in a large num-
ber of libraries. Work in this line has become the most systematized!
perhaps, in the Pittsburgh Carnegie library. A description of that
library's uso of the story hour nay be found in its Monthly bulle-
tin, Oct. 1903 and Mar. 1904. Its little publication, "Story telling
to children from Norse mythology and the Nibelungenlied" (1903),
Fives the most practical idea of its use. Pratt Institute Free
library, and the Buffalo and the Cleveland public libraries also
do a great deal with the story hour.
11. Reading aloud.
It is coning to be realised how nuch influence the reading
aloud of good literature has. It develops taste and appreciation n
of the literary quality, quite beyond silent reading.
12. Book talks.
The book tall is about books and reading. Its effect is
to bring nore purpose and comprehension into the choice of books
and reading.
13. Clubs and reading circles.
The club and the reading circle are natural evolutions of
the story hour. As children have outgrown the story hour, the club
and the reading circle have taken its place. A great deal of good
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work is done by this means. The Pittsburgh Oarnegis library is best
known for this work. (See its Monthly bulletin, Oct. 1903),
14. The hone library.
Thin means of guiding to good reading takes books into the
home itself. It can easily be seen how much good must naturally
follow in its wa.Ke.
15. Fork with the schools.
This line of work has developed very greatly in the last
few years, and is one of the large means of the library for extend-
ing good reading. There is no way of getting at the great r.ass of
children except through the schools. When books are sent to the
schools, they go intimately to a larger number than could be reached
in any other way. Many children and their parents have received
their first taste of real literature by neans of these books.
The work of the library with the schools is two-fold. 1.
That port of it in which the library goes to the school. 2. That
part of it in which the pupils go to the library. The library goes
to the schools by sending miscellaneous collections of books to the
different grades, these to be for the home use of the children, by
sending collections of books or of pictures for supplementary or
illustrative purposes in connection with the school work, by giving
special privileges to the teachers, and by sending some member of
the library staff to visit the schools for the purpose of taking
the necessary statistics for the records, of talking with the
teachers to find whether the books are suitable and to take notice
of any special wants, and of explaining to the children what the
library has and how they may use it. The visiting of the schools
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by some member of the staff, preferably the children's librarian,
if the library has a children's librarian, has the additional value
of familiarizing the children with some face which they can recog-
nize When they go to the library.
The other side of the work with the schools is the pupil's use
of the library by going to the library. This is intended to estab-
lish the library habit in addition to the reading habit. The foun-
dations for getting the schools to use the library are laid by none
librarians by holding, at the library, meetings of the teachers, at
which the librarian or some assistant gives instructions regarding
the contents and the use of the library. This enables the teacher
to better direct and assist the children to use the library. Many
teachers of old^r pupils have then do supplementary work at the
library in connection with their school studies. This is a very .
sure method of training in the use of the library. It is the aim
of many libraries to assist in all possible ways, any reference
work which pupils nay wish to do. Reserving at the library groups
of books for the use of classes, is part of the work of some libra-
ries with the schools. In all this work, it is the aim of the pub-
lic library to establish the heart iest cooperation between the
library and the schools. The Pittsburgh Carnegie library and the
Buffalo and Cleveland public libraries do the most
. extensive work
with the schools. A more detailed account of it may be found, in
the annual reports and in the bulletins of these libraries. The
school department of the Buffalo Public library will be found dis-
cussed also in Lib. jour., Apr. 1903, 28:157. The latest discussion
through the Library journal of work with the schools is found in the

Apr. 1904 number j v. 89:169-73; 173-76 . The April number each year
in a school number.
The foregoing '/ill give some idea of how extensive Is the work
going on for the spread of rood reading and the guidance of the read-
ing of the young. In conclusion of what has been said on the chil-
dren's fiction in the library, it may be said that the air. in chil-
dren's reading of fiction should not be away from stories, but
through them; that the best books that will be read, rather than
the best books, must sometimes be selected for the individual; that
the children's librarian should know her books, as far as possible,
from her own reading of them, and seek to know her child, that she
may reach him individually; that there are many ways of guiding the
reading of the child, and that all these things are worth r.'hile
though they require endless effort , for the child is the hope of
the future.
In conclusion of the whole it may be said that the end of the
fiction question is not yet, nor is the end in sight. As long as
people lovo fiction and as long as all qualities of fiction are pro-
duced, so long will the public library have with it a fiction ques-
tion. And librarians will not cease to work with it. Concerning
those phases of the question in which no agreement has been reached,
the way has at least been cleared, and the situation accepted. New
phases of the- question will probably arise, and if agreement is
impossible, each must, as heretofore, go on more or less in his own
individual way, doing as far as he has light the greatest good to
the greatest number. And the librarian may well feel that one way
of doing that is through his dispensation of-fiction.
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